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History/Society 

Remembering Chicago’s 1919 Race Riot: Author Claire Hartfield discussed her book “A Few Red 
Drops” that chronicles the bloody race riot in Chicago in the summer of 1919 
(13:22/OKeefe/First Light) 

A Year of Doing Good: Throughout 2017 WDCB’s Gary Zidek spotlighted various non-profits in 
the region and explained the role volunteers play in making the work of those groups possible. 
(10:48/Zidek/First Light) 

African American Read-In: The College of DuPage Black History Month committee and the COD 
Library hosted the annual African American Read-In with various members of the college 
community reading excerpts from books, poems and essays by black authors 
(58:30/OKeefe/Special programing) 

Technology/ Science 

DOE Researchers Move Forward with DUNE: Congress approved long-term funding for the 
Deep Underground Neutrino Experiment (DUNE). The project will shoot a beam of neutrinos 
from Batavia to a detector in South Dakota to better understand the elusive particles 
(OKeefe/12:45/First Light) 

Art & Science Combine In Light:  Artist and scientist Hunter Cole explained her new exhibit that 
combines the science of light with the wonder of art. (Zidek/13:13/The Arts Section) 

Data Dump From Fermi Lab’s Dark Energy Project: The Director of Fermi Lab’s Dark Energy 
Project explained the significance of the public release of three years of data from the effort to 
better understand ‘dark energy’ and ‘dark matter’ (OKeefe/14:28/First Light) 

Arts & Culture 

Ravinia 2018: Ravinia president and CEO Welz Kauffman talks about the process of building the 
annual summer festival of music, and the challenges of making it happen. (Zidek/14:13/The Arts 
Section) 

Elgin Literary Festival: Festival organizer Carly Kirkpatrick discussed the fourth annual literary 
event that brings together readers, writers, and aspiring writers for a free daylong exchange of 
ideas (OKeefe/10:22/First Light) 

Building the 2018-2019 Lyric Season: Discussion with Lyric Opera’s General Director Anthony 
Freud and Musical Director Sir Andrew Davis about the balance between fiscal responsibility 
and artistic presentation (Zidek/16:35/The Arts Section) 

 

 



Education/Health/wellness 

Clare Woods Academy’s 50th Year: Clare Woods Academy’s Michael Gresk explained the role 
the school plays in meeting the needs of special needs students and their families 
(Zidek/8:58/First Light) 

COD Robotics Team Ready For Competition: A group of College of DuPage students explain 
their work and discuss plans to take on some of the country’s top engineering programs in 
regional and national robotics contests (OKeefe/12:40/First Light) 

Helping Children With Hearing Loss:  Child’s Voice Executive Director Michelle Wilkens 
explained how the agency helps children with hearing loss through a combination of therapy 
and restorative treatments (Zidek/9:52/First Light) 

 

Environment 

Environemental Groups Combine Forces: The Conservation Foundation and The Green Earth 
Institute have worked together for more than 10 years, leaders of the two groups discussed 
their plans for a formal merger to insure their work continues (OKeefe/9:54/First Light) 

Meteors Streak Across the Midwest: College of DuPage Astronomy professor Joe Dal Santo 
discussed the rare appearance of meteors in the night sky over Michigan and Indiana on back to 
back nights (OKeefe/6:25/First Light) 

Symbols of The American Frontier at Brookfield: Brookfield Zoo Vice President of Animal 
programs Bill Zeigler and curator of mammals Amy Roberts discussed the zoo’s efforts to 
protect and preserve Bison and Mexican Grey Wolves (OKeefe/8:30/First Light) 

 


